BLANCHE’S
GLASS CHAIN
At the end of 1919, the German architect Bruno Taut initiated a yearlong correspondence with a group of fellow architects which
came to be known as Die Gläserne Kette, or the Glass Chain.
The subject of their correspondence was the role of glass in the
buildings of the future.
For Taut and his colleagues, glass was the quintessential building
material for the modern age because of its capacity to hold and
disperse light. Indeed, Taut believed that glass buildings had the
capacity to spiritually transform the lives of their inhabitants.
Part of his correspondence in the Glass Chain letters consisted
of a series of fantasies about landscapes transformed by elaborate
glass edifices that would link the natural and human worlds in a
kind of perfected existential space.

It is appropriate, then, that Taut’s project should be called the Glass
Chain, which seems a wonderful metaphor for the hypothetical.
A glass chain appears to be a near impossible object, one which,
because of its fragile materials, defies our expectations of what a
chain should be: a structure both supple and strong. It is as though
this name not only described the mode of Taut’s correspondence –
a chain letter – but also a sense of reaching out towards something
that was not yet quite possible. Each letter, each fragile “link” in the
Glass Chain, described a space of reverie in which, for a brief and
tentative moment, the impossible was brought into being through the
wills and imaginations of its authors.
Blanche Tilden has long traded in the contradictions at the heart of
Taut’s metaphor. For fifteen years, her chains of metal and glass have
explored the unlikely connections between the formal and structural
languages of the machine and of jewellery. Her earlier work took
as a starting point the beautiful chain structures of the industrial
world: bicycle chains, chains used in conveyor belts in factories,
pulleys. She would either convert industrial chain directly into
bracelets, necklaces and rings, or, in her work’s most beguiling
iterations, re-fabricate them, using the properties of glass to gesture
towards the structural propositions of the chain.
The links of one chain were entirely connected by glass rivets;
in another, the structure was reversed, so that the links were made
of glass and were riveted with metal.
To handle these works is to immediately understand the way in which
the function of a chain depends absolutely upon the integrity of each
one of its units. The sight of those frail glass rivets is enough to make
us anxiously imagine the inevitable outcome of the working of metal
against glass – to imagine, in effect, the chain’s contingent existence,
and the possibility of its always-imminent destruction.
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The idea of the transparent building was, in the minds of theorists of
the time, a compelling symbol of all that a new age might be.
The introduction of light to spaces which had in the past been
enclosed and dark was an act of literal enlightenment. Light was the
physical and spiritual hygiene of the new technological age. At the
same time, the glass building was beyond the scope of the technology
of the time to build, and existed more in theory than in practice.

Indeed, Tilden’s glass and metal industrial chains could only exist
in the realm of the worn object, since their function has shifted:
no longer able to drive the parts of a machine, they have become an
object which is a kind of hypothetical proposition, kept in existence
by a very careful and mindful act of wearing. The wearer always
knows that one accidental slip, one moment of clumsiness can
bring it all undone, and indeed, Tilden confesses that her work does
sometimes return to her for repairs, a fact which she sees as an
ongoing part of the life of the work.
In Fer et Verre, Tilden turns to the prehistory of the modernist glass
building for her inspiration. The title of her latest body of work
refers to iron and glass, the materials used in the edifices built for
the Great Exhibitions of the nineteenth century, those extraordinary
spectacles designed to showcase the political, colonial and
industrial achievements of the New World and the great European
powers. Their scale, and the requirement that these buildings be
temporary and therefore quick to construct and dismantle often
demanded new engineering solutions to bring them into being.

The touchstone for Fer et Verre is the legendary Palais des Machines,
designed by the great French industrial architect Ferdinand Dutert
for the Paris Exhibition of 1889. This building survived barely twenty
years, being finally demolished in 19O9. However, its historical
reputation is secured by its scale – it was the largest iron framed
structure ever built, and covered fifteen acres of exhibition
space – and its innovative three-hinged arch construction, which
provided a skeleton strong and flexible enough to bear the weight
of its extensive glazed roof structure.
The Palais des Machines was lit by electricity, serviced by an elevator
and moving walkways and exhibited the finest mechanical
achievements of French industry. Interestingly, given Tilden’s interests,
John Stamper describes the way in which the whole building was
“covered with coloured glass, mosaic work, paintings and ceramic
bricks, so that the great metal skeleton became essentially the frame
of an enormous jewel box”. In this union of art with technology,
the Palais des Machines, like the Paris Exhibition itself, became the
vector for France’s political, cultural and technological ambition.
A sense of how the Palais des Machines looked survives in Dutert’s
finely-rendered plans, and in a beautiful and extensive photographic
record. Tilden has drawn on these photographs for Fer et Verre.
The images of the Palais in use during the Exhibition are crowded
with spectators, exhibits and all of the ornate paraphernalia of late
nineteenth century exhibition furniture, but Tilden raises her eyes
to the spectacular roof which dominates every image.
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A few of these buildings have survived – the Grand Palais, remnant of
the Paris Universal Exposition of 19O1, for example, and even more
famously, the Eiffel Tower, originally built as a gateway to the Paris
Exposition of 1989. However, most did not. All that is left to us are
their traces in the public record – plans, drawings and photographs –
to understand what they must have been like. Their evanescence,
their glassy translucency, lends them a mythic, almost chimerical
quality. Even in their lifetime their commanding scale and airy, lightfilled spaces dedicated to the technological and cultural marvels of
the day inspired people to call them palaces or cathedrals, buildings
more usually associated with fairy tales or with the spiritual.

In these, a sequence of ever-diminishing crossbeams forms a
surprisingly delicate tracery that frames regular groupings of glass
rectangles, collectively forming a great canopy of glass and light.
Some of Tilden’s chains mimic the perspectival eye of the camera.
In these, small graduated panes of glass are trapped in webs of
oxidised silver wire. They can be seen to refer simultaneously to
the way in which, in the photographs, the panels of glass in the
“Palais’ roof appear to recede, and to the traditional form of a
chain or string of beads, in which the elements graduate from small
to large and then to small again, as the chain loops around the
wearer’s neck.
In others, the length of the chain is exaggerated. The pleasing
succession of links gives play to the structural logic of the chain,
which is essentially a sequence of elements repeated. These chains,
which consist of a long length of rectangular silver links between
which a series of glass and wire webs are slung, refer to the long,
expansive vistas of glass which the Palais’ roof presents.
At the same time, they unite Tilden’s architectural and jeweller’s
interests once again, since, like a chain, the Palais des Machines’
structural logic depended on the aggregation of smaller elements
which built together to form a larger whole.

It seems interesting, then, that at this time, when modernism’s dreams
of the future have become the stuff of our past, Blanche Tilden
should recognise in its most utopian moments an idea which still has
the power to enchant us: that of a building made of glass. And yet,
hers are not emptily nostalgic objects, respectful as they are of the
dreams and achievements of designers of the past. Rather, we might
read in them a new idea about our relationship with built spaces.
At a time when telecommunications allow us to be both more
connected to global communities and yet see those communities as
nothing more than an aggregate of individualised selves, her
structures reverse the traditional idea of a building as an envelope
for bodies. Instead, they propose a relationship in which the body
carries her structures with it, a sort of talisman for a contemporary
nomadic life in which the webs of glass and silver create small prisms
of light, not quite material and resonant with our own dreams of
other possible futures.
Anne Brennan
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In the ninety years since Taut instigated his Glass Chain, we have
developed the technologies to build the glass structures that he
and his colleagues dreamt of. At the same time, we have well and truly
woken up from the utopian dreams of modernism. No-one now believes
in the perfectible environments of Taut’s fantasies and new
technologies have radically transformed our concept of built spaces
in ways that the early modernists could never have imagined.

